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Skill based Optional Course (Disability
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Special credit will be given for accuracy and relevance in
the answer. Marks will be deducted for incorrect spelling,
untidy work and illegible handwriting. The weightage for
each question has been indicated in the margin.

Group-A

Answer any one of the following : 18×1=18

1. What is verbal learning disability ? Discuss various
types of verbal learning disability. 4+14=18

+ =
2. Discuss different interventional strategies for

improvement of study skill. 18

Group-B

Answer any one of the following : 12×1=12

3. Write different characteristics of children with ADHD.
12

ADHD
4. Explain different teacher made test. 12

5. How do you make assessment for writing skill of
children with learning disabilities ? 12

Group-C

Write short notes on any four of the following : 5×4=20

6. Norm Reference Test.

7. Language disorder.

8. Intervention strategies for mathematics skill.

9. Behavioural Disorder.

10. Motor Disorders.

11. Landmark’s Six Teaching Principles.
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1. Date of Publication : 04.12.2020
2. Last date of Submission of answer script

by the student to the Study Centre : 06.12.2020
3. Last date of Submission of marks by

the examiner to the Study Centre : 19.12.2020
4. Date of evaluated answer script distribution by the Study

Centre to the students (Students are advised to check their
assignment marks on the evaluated answer scripts and
marks lists in the study centre notice board. If there is any
mismatch/ any other problems of marks obtained and marks
in the list, the students should report to their study centre
Co-ordinator immediately for correction within seven days.
The study centre is advised to send the corrected marks, if
any, to the COE office at the earliest  along with the marks
of other students. No change / correction of assignment
marks will be accepted after due date : 26.12.2020

5. Last date of Submission of marks by the Study
Centre to the C.O.E.’s Department on or before : 31.12.2020
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Paper — D19

Basic Research & Basic Statistics

Full Marks : 50 Weightage of Marks : 20%

Special credit will be given for accuracy and relevance in
the answer. Marks will be deducted for incorrect spelling,
untidy work and illegible handwriting. The weightage for
each question has been indicated in the margin.

Group - A

Answer any one of the following : 18×1=18

1. Discuss the steps of scientific method of research.
Discuss how action research can be undertaken in

special education. 9+9=18

+ =

2. What do you mean by central tendency ? Calculate the

Mean, Median, Mode and S.D of the following

distribution. 2+16=18

+ =
Score 0-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34

Frequency 3 5 8 10 5 3 2

Group - B

Answer any one of the following : 12×1=12

3. Draw the frequency distribution of the given raw scores

taking class interval 5 and lower limit as 135. Find out
the Quartile Deviation of the frequency distribution.

6+6=12

5 

135 

+ =
174 170 165 176 190 166 137 172 165 180

178 181 167 171 157 169 140 176 177 137

184 175 169 165 172 181 182 168 148 137

183 175 192 162 172 155 187 158 156 142

179 187 179 160 176 152 156 150 180 145

` N = 50

4. Describe the different types of measurement scales with

an example. 12
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Group – C

Answer any four of the following : 5×4=20

5. Uses of Questionnaire in educational research.

6. Compare Applied, Fundamental and Action research.

7. Characteristics of good research tool.

8. Uses of rating scale as a tool of research.

‘Rating scale’

9. Write a short note on survey method of research.

10. Write atleast five differences between Qualitative and
Quantitative research.

11. Write a note on level of significance in educational

research.
level of significance

12. Discuss the importance of observation method in

special education research.
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3. Last date of Submission of marks by
the examiner to the Study Centre : 19.12.2020

4. Date of evaluated answer script distribution by the Study
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assignment marks on the evaluated answer scripts and
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mismatch/ any other problems of marks obtained and marks
in the list, the students should report to their study centre
Co-ordinator immediately for correction within seven days.
The study centre is advised to send the corrected marks, if
any, to the COE office at the earliest  along with the marks
of other students. No change / correction of assignment
marks will be accepted after due date : 26.12.2020

5. Last date of Submission of marks by the Study
Centre to the C.O.E.’s Department on or before : 31.12.2020
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